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SynopsisSynopsis
We introduce VUDU (Variable 3ip,  bl ip-Up and -Down Undersampling)  for motion-We introduce VUDU (Variable 3ip,  bl ip-Up and -Down Undersampling)  for motion-
robust,  distort ion-free mult i -shot EPI  (msEPI)  acquisit ion.  VUDU uses FLEET-robust,  distort ion-free mult i -shot EPI  (msEPI)  acquisit ion.  VUDU uses FLEET-
ordering to acquire al l  shots of  a given sl ice successively before proceeding to theordering to acquire al l  shots of  a given sl ice successively before proceeding to the
next sl ice,  and employs variable 3ip angle (vfa)  excitat ion to maximize the signal .next sl ice,  and employs variable 3ip angle (vfa)  excitat ion to maximize the signal .
Phase encoding polarit ies are reversed between shots to est imate and el iminatePhase encoding polarit ies are reversed between shots to est imate and el iminate
distort ions,  and low-rank constraint mit igates shot-to-shot distort ions,  and low-rank constraint mit igates shot-to-shot inconsistencies.  VUDUinconsistencies.  VUDU
thus uti l izes vfa-FLEET excitat ion and bl ip-up and -down acquisit ion (BUDA) tothus uti l izes vfa-FLEET excitat ion and bl ip-up and -down acquisit ion (BUDA) to
encode each sl ice in 250ms. We demonstrate VUDU with GRE, SE/diTusionencode each sl ice in 250ms. We demonstrate VUDU with GRE, SE/diTusion
contrasts in the brain,  and expect that this wi l l  enable msEPI in the abdomen.contrasts in the brain,  and expect that this wi l l  enable msEPI in the abdomen.

IntroductionIntroduction
msEPI acquisition can mitigate distortion, T -/T *-related voxel blurring and voxel pile-ups. These

are made possible by increasing the in-plane acceleration, R , and combining the shots

together to alleviate noise ampliAcation. However, the several seconds required to acquire multiple

shots increase vulnerability to motion and shot-to-shot phase variations. These variations can be

mitigated using navigators (1) or constrained reconstruction (2–5). Rigid motion models can also be

incorporated into the reconstruction (6,7). Despite these advances, extending msEPI to abdominal

or cardiac imaging requires alternate acquisition strategies.

FLEET-ordered msEPI (8) acquires all shots for a speciAc slice Arst, then proceeds to the next slice.

This reduces the acquisition timeframe for each slice and boosts motion robustness. FLEET has

been used as a calibration scan (8), and as the primary imaging acquisition (9,10). As the short slice

repetition time (TR ) does not permit signiAcant T  recovery, variable Tip angles (vfa) of 

and  are utilized to maximize the signal.

We extend vfa-FLEET to GRE, SE and diYusion contrasts. We alternate the phase encoding polarities

between the two-shots and perform blip -up/-down acquisitions (BUDA) (11,12), rely on low-rank

constraint to mitigate shot-to-shot variations, and incorporate a Aeldmap into the reconstruction to

eliminate distortion (13). Combined, we perform vfa-FLEET excitation and BUDA reconstruction. We

term this technique VUDU (Variable Tip, blip-Up and -Down Undersampling). 

Data/code: https://bit.ly/3oYPetX

Pulse SequencePulse Sequence
(Fig1, top) shows the VUDU sequence for GRE contrast. A particular slice is excited by a 

pulse and encoded by a blip-up readout. Immediately after, a second excitation at  is

encoded with a blip-down readout. SNR of vfa-FLEET is proportional to , which is reduced by

~30% relative to standard msEPI ordering.

Image ReconstructionImage Reconstruction
Separate SENSE (14) reconstructions for each shot (Fig1-bottom) were processed with topup (15,16)

to estimate a Aeldmap, , which was used to jointly reconstruct the two shots:

where  are sensitivities (from a 4sec prescan using ESPIRiT (17)),  stands for blip-up, and 

 for -down shot,  is the undersampled Fourier operator in  shot,  is the distortion-free

image and  are the k-space data for shot . The constraint  enforces Hankel low-rank
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Fig1.Fig1. Proposed VUDU sequence

and reconstruction for GRE

contrast. Using FLEET ordering,

two shots of EPI are acquired

successively for each slice, before

proceeding to the next slice.

Phase encoding polarity is

alternated between the shots.

Variable Tip angle (vfa) excitation

maximizes the signal. A Aeldmap

estimated from interim blip-up

and -down reconstructions is

incorporated into parallel

imaging model to jointly

reconstruct two shots with low-

rank regularization to eliminate

distortion. In SE/diYusion variant,

180° refocusing pulses succeed

each excitation pulse.

Fig2.Fig2. shows individual SENSE

reconstructions for each shot of

vfa-FLEET acquisition with GRE

contrast. At TR =80 msec, it

took vfa-FLEET 160 msec to

encode each slice, and 5.1 sec for

the entire volume.

slice
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prior on the two-shot data  in k-space.

GRE AcquisitionGRE Acquisition
vfa-FLEET GRE data were acquired using R =3 with ∆k =1 shift between the shots to provide

complementary information. Matrix size was 148×148×32 at 1.5×1.5×4mm  resolution using

TE=36msec (minimum possible) on a Siemens Skyra equipped with a 32-chan coil. 

Fig2: shows SENSE for each shot and the distortion-free VUDU reconstruction. Arrows point to

distortion artifacts in sagittal views of SENSE reconstructions, which were addressed in VUDU. 

SENSE images from each shot had similar signal levels, with . This

scaling factor was incorporated into VUDU reconstruction.

SE and Di>usion AcquisitionSE and Di>usion Acquisition
msEPI with standard slice-segment ordering and vfa-FLEET with matching resolution (1.5×1.5×4

mm ) were acquired using R =3, TE=64msec on a Siemens Prisma system and a 32-chan coil. 

Fig3a: shows b=0 images from standard msEPI, where BUDA was able to eliminate distortion by

jointly reconstructing the shots, as indicated by horizontal lines. 

Fig3b: presents individual SENSE and joint VUDU reconstructions for the vfa-FLEET acquisition.

VUDU was successful in eliminating distortion, and at TR =113msec, it took 226msec to encode

each slice.

Both standard and vfa-FLEET acquisitions took 7.2sec for the entire brain. 

To highlight the diYerence in signal level, standard and vfa-FLEET were windowed identically. The

signal ratio  was slightly higher than the theoretical . 

Arrows point to regions of low signal in the blip-down vfa-FLEET shot. The ratio of the two shots 

 was used to compensate signal diYerences during VUDU

reconstruction. 

Fig4: shows 6-direction vfa-FLEET diYusion data with VUDU reconstruction at b=1000s/mm .

Estimating a Aeldmap per direction corrected bulk B  and eddy current distortions, providing high

geometric consistency. 

Fig5 shows average diYusion images for the vfa-FLEET acquisition. VUDU is able to provide high

geometric Adelity in these lower slices. Low signal regions are present in the blip-down shot

(arrows), which in part propagated to VUDU reconstruction.

DiscussionDiscussion
We presented VUDU for motion-robust, distortion-free msEPI. We anticipate GRE-VUDU to be

impactful in high resolution fMRI, and SE/diYusion-VUDU to And applications in neuroimaging of

motion-prone populations. A tradeoY made for the motion-robustness is the SNR reduction

compared to standard slice ordering, which was 22% in the current diYusion data.

We think that incorporating spoilers after the 1  readout will mitigate the low signal regions in the

2  shot in SE/diYusion experiments. Signal levels from the two-shots were similar in GRE

acquisition, where there is a smaller time window between the shots. In SE/diYusion, inversion of M

by the Arst refocusing pulse leads to accelerated T  recovery during the inter-shot gap (18). This

may, in part, explain the signal level diYerences. Advanced pulse design can reduce diYerences in

slice proAles between the vfa shots to address the remaining variation (9,10,18). With these

improvements, VUDU can Anally bring beneAts of msEPI acquisition to fetal, cardiac and abdominal

imaging, where motion is unpredictable and non-rigid.
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Horizontal lines help compare

the geometric Adelity of

distortion-free VUDU

reconstruction relative to each

shot. Yellow and blue arrows

point to distortion artifacts in the

sagittal views of SENSE

reconstructions, which were

eliminated in the VUDU result.

Fig3a.Fig3a. shows b=0 images from a

standard slice-ordered msEPI

acquisition, where BUDA was

able to eliminate distortion by

jointly reconstructing the two

shots, as indicated by the

horizontal dashed lines.

Fig3b.Fig3b. presents individual

SENSE and joint VUDU

reconstructions for the vfa-FLEET

acquisition. VUDU successfully

eliminated distortion, and

encoded each slice in 226 msec.

Standard and vfa-FLEET images

are windowed identically. VUDU /

BUDA signal ratio was 78%, and

was slightly higher than

theoretical 1/sin45°. Arrows

point to low signal regions in the

blip-down vfa-FLEET shot.
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Fig4.Fig4. 6-direction vfa-FLEET

diYusion acquisition with VUDU

reconstruction at b=1000 s/mm .

With TR = 113 ms, acquisition

of each slice was completed in

226 ms to provide motion

robustness. Estimating the Aeld

map per each direction allowed

VUDU to correct both the bulk B0

and eddy current distortions,

providing high geometric

consistency between the

directions.

Fig5Fig5. shows average diYusion

images across the 6 directions

for the vfa-FLEET acquisition.

Individual SENSE reconstructions

for the blip-up and -down shots

exhibit distortions, whereas

VUDU is able to provide high

geometric Adelity even in these

lower slices with poor Aeld

homogeneity. Low signal regions

are present in the blip-down shot

(blue arrows), which have in part

2

slice 
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propagated to the VUDU

reconstruction, and will likely be

mitigated with gradient spoiling.
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